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The Black Mack 

by Chris Thompson 

 I am an old man now. Recently diagnosed with a terminal illness, and given less than six months to live. I 

have had no children, though my dear wife and I wanted to so badly. She was eaten up with the cancer before she 

was twenty-five, and had to have that surgery that removed all of her female organs. They took the playground 

but left the slide, so to speak. 

When I was twenty-three, I went to a police academy in Louisville, Kentucky. I graduated with honors at 

the top of my class and was assigned a post in a tiny little rural town that shall remain nameless. I will not reveal 

the name of the town, the County, nor the true names of the suspects herein. I have wanted to tell these stories to 

someone for years, but was worried about the NDAs I had signed when I took the assignment. What are they going 

to do to me now, eat me? Take my birthday? Hell, I do not have a hope for seeing my next birthday anyway. 

  My first strange call out was in May of 77. I was parked at a local truck stop, watching for speeders and 

irresponsible drivers alike. My God, it was hot that day. I was sweating like Satan's nutsack. I remember right 

before the radio crackled to life, things seemed to change. I went from just plain hot and sweaty, to being over 

wheeled with a type of primal panic. When the static from the broke through, I thought I would shit myself for 

fuck's sake.  

 “Car 75, come in." 

 "Car 75, copy." 

 "Car 75, dispatch has you parked at the [local truck stop], is that your current 20?" 

 "Yes, dispatch. That's my 20, over." 

 "Good. We just received a call from an anonymous citizen that claimed to see a black big rig speeding down the 

road toward the old coal mine. Said the truck was all over the road and nearly ran over the school bus. Reports 

the rig has some type of big bulldog hanging in the windscreen, as an identifier. Would you roll to the mine and 

report?*" 

 "Copy that, dispatch."  

 I rolled my cruiser to the mine, lights only, speeding and driving safe at the same time. Therefore, I know 

that can be done, okay; I did not ever stop someone for just speeding. Anyway, I turned down rural highway 3356 

to the old Dolmer mine. I was about a mile up that road, when I saw the smoke from a rig. He had to have been 

absolutely rolling coal; there were four-foot columns of black smoke billowing from the stacks of the old Mack. 
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I closed the gap between the two of us, and flipped the siren on, trying to get the driver to slow down and 

pull over. The road was too narrow for me to get on his side, so I could not force his ass off the road, and my 

presence behind him did not seem to affect his speed. I looked to the driver’s door to try to identify the driver, but 

the windows were as black as the paint. At one point, we were traveling at 95 miles an hour down a one and half 

lane highway, with no way for another vehicle to pass. I called to dispatch and told them to please close the road 

at the other end. It took three minutes for two other cruisers to go the short way around town and block the road. 

Now we do not know if any other vehicles managed to turn onto this road in that time.  

So, it is a Bob tailing Mack sleeper cab, and police cruiser traveling almost a hundred miles an hour down 

a narrow twisty hilly road in the middle if ducking nowhere. The only damn this on that road was a trailer park we 

already flew by, and mine site that had been shut down last year, that we were traveling towards. Very few homes 

were on that road at that time, thankfully. 

  During the pursuit, dispatch advised I was granted permission to immobilize the rig if possible. I un-

holstered my service revolver and steadied it out the window at the outermost rear left wheel. All six shots hit the 

tire, I watched it swell and distort each time, but it never even slowed the driver down. I reported to dispatch and 

was told to refrain from further aggression and to drop my speed to match legal limit since the driver had 

nowhere to go.  

 I hated to do it, but an order is an order. I backed off the throttle and allowed the truck to pull ahead. It 

slowed down too. I shook my head. I remember thinking something along the lines of “oh this bastard is pissing me 

off now." As a side note, back then it was not rare for the cops and the "good ole boys" to rough each other up 

during an arrest. It was almost expected with certain subjects. I will admit I planned to warm this fucker's head. 

He could have killed the kids on that bus; he would have killed any car traveling the opposite direction on that 

road. 

  As the pair of us slowed down, the black smoke emanating from the stacks took on a different quality. 

They shimmered like a heat-induced mirage. It was odd, as they shimmered I felt myself being drawn to the 

shapes and shit. I had to fight to remain in control of my vehicle. At one point, about a hundred yards from the old 

mine entrance, the truck dipped down a hill, and for less than a second, my view of it was blocked. When I popped 

over the hill, it was gone. No smoke, no wreck. It did not skid off the road; it did not pull off and hide. It was just 

fucking gone. 

 "Car 75 to dispatch. Over." 

 "Car 75, this is dispatch." 

 "Dispatch report, the subject from the pursuit on 3356 has vanished. Repeat, the big rig is gone." 
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 "Car 75, the units at the end of the road haven't reported seeing the truck, but have reported hearing it tear 

through the mine. Over." 

 "Dispatch, that's impossible. We haven't gotten that far as of yet." 

 "Car 75, check and respond. Over." 

 I sped to the mine entrance. Since the place had closed down, they installed one of those swinging iron 

gates at the entrance. It had been crushed in. The damage was old, and already heavily rusted, so I know it was 

not the Mack. I proceeded to travel the rough gravel road, up the hill to the plateau of the mountain, where the 

strip mine was. The roads twisted and turned their way up, with several switchbacks, each at a 90 ° angle. No way 

could a rig speed up there, and hell, it was all I could do to turn my boat of a Ford and not have to back up and take 

another stab. 

 I reached the plateau and, sitting against the edge of the dig where the mining company lost the coal, 

crushed against the rock, was an old, rusted rig. It looked as though it had rolled down the mountain and had been 

towed up there and placed out of the way. I stopped my cruiser and got out to inspect. 

  As I got closer, I could tell the truck had burned; most of the paint was fine and replaced by a couple 

years of rust. I approached the driver's side of the mangled cab, and was amazed to find the door opened. The 

door jambs had not burned the paint off and were as black as the coal dust I walked on. I stared at the wreckage 

for a moment, and that is when I saw it: a big silver Mack dog flat emblem, hanging from the top of the cab.  

 Dispatch rolled the other two cars to my twenty when I did not reply to radio calls. They found me 

crouched beside the cab, staring at the blob of metal, that I still have. I know I saw it as a bulldog, but when they 

arrived, it was a misshapen blob of crusty aluminum. Nobody knew what to make of the call out or the situation. 

 We eventually reported the rig got away. Later that year, I would learn the truck driver rolled his truck, 

with twin buckets full of coal, off the side of the mountain one day. Eight years before I chased him down that 

road. I guess he makes the trip once a year. I was called out for it the next year, but did not bother to speed after 

him. I just drove to the mine and placed a silver bulldog on the rusted hulk.  

 I am tired, people. I have better stories, but that one weighs on me for some reason. Maybe it is the fact 

that I have seen that truck parked on my farm, maybe it's old age and cancer. However, it weighs on me 

nonetheless. 
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Domestic Disturbance 

by Chris Thompson 

In this one, I was still the rookie, and as such, I caught the shit cases. The calls placed by crazies, or 

senile folks that imagined an intruder with multiple heads. Those were the calls that the more seasoned officers 

had grown tired of.  

The first dozen or two of these calls I rolled to were in fact, false. They were the result of old age, mental 

illness, wild imaginations, and paranoid youngsters that hear a thump while home alone. All were perfectly 

understandable, and easily diffused. Then, well, then there was this case. 

Like I said, I was still a rookie, wet behind the ears, so to say. It was in early spring of 68, maybe April or 

May, not entirely sure on that. I do know that it had been unusually warm for the time of year. I had been assigned 

the night shift, 12-12 simply because my boss was a dick, and I made a pass at his daughter. Really fucked him up, 

when I later invited him to our wedding. Anyway, I was chugging truck stop coffee, and dumping handfuls of No-Doz 

pills just to be awake for my shift.  

I was parked on the side of the main stretch of Interstate leading towards our little Hamlet. I was just 

swallowing a new handful of caffeine pills with a slug of nuclear hell hot coffee from the little truck stop near my 

current stopping place, when the radio decided to kick on. I nearly choked on my pills and spit coffee onto the 

steering wheel, as I tried to answer the call. 

"Car 78, what’s your 20? Over." 

"Dispatch, this car 78, I'm at the [local truck stop] parked watching for violations. Over." 

"Car 78 we need you to roll code three to [address not far from my current location] for a possible Domestic 

Disturbance with malice and intent. Subject is possibly armed with a handgun. Victim is one Mrs. Tina Edmonton 24 

years old, brown hair, blue eyes. Offender is believed to be the husband, one Mr. George Edmonton. Roll and 

report. Over." 

"Roger that."  

I hit the lights and sirens to make the ten-minute trip a little quicker.  About two hundred yards from the 

driveway, I killed the sirens, but left the lights on to semi-announce my presence. As I pulled into the drive, I 

immediately noticed that both vehicles were in the yard, rather than the driveway.  

As I parked my cruiser, I started to notice some strange things right away. I felt like something was 

watching me, something big, and whatever it was, it was not friendly. I also had every one of the hairs on my arms 

standing straight up, along with the little hairs on the back of my neck. I could feel something else too, something I 
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can only describe as a buzzing or vibrating, deep inside of my body. Like how your hands feel after hours of weed 

eating, but over my entire body. For a moment it was actually a pleasant feeling. Then it started to intensify, until 

it felt like an electric current traveling across every inch of skin. It eventually faded into a dull feeling, like being 

covered by walking flies.  

I managed to push all of this down to a manageable level and even managed to convince myself the way I 

felt was due to caffeine overdose. I laid my left hand upon the trip of my service weapon, as my thumb undid the 

leather strap securing the piece to the holster. Hand on firearm, I approached the open door. Things were silent, 

not supernatural silent, but quiet enough I could hear my own heartbeat. 

As I approached the door, I called out and identified myself, "Hello, [redacted] County Sheriff's 

Department. I need to speak with you. Hello! If you do not respond I will enter the premises and search for you!" 

I ascended the broken and crumbling cement steps to the front door. Standing at the open doorway, it 

was obvious that a bad fight had happened. Furniture was strewn about, tables tipped over, a couch overturned 

with the sides split by some type of sharp blade. The carpet was even cut up and rolled back in a few places. 

Dishes were shattered and laying everywhere.  The place was truly in shambles.  However, there were no blood 

stains or other signs of any injuries.  

Straining to hear, hoping to hear signs of life from the wife or even movement of the husband, I again 

announced myself, “Hello, Police! I need you to come out!"  

I made my way through the home, careful to not step on any evidence, and found the guest bedroom first. 

It looked much the living room, and kitchen, mattress sliced open drawers pulled out and contents scattered 

about. In my rookie brain, it was obvious someone had been looking for something they really wanted.  

As I made my way to the master bedroom, I started to hear something. An intermittent plop noise every 

few seconds. Again, I announced myself, “County Sheriff's Department, I need you to step out here now, or I will 

come in, and you will go to jail today. Come out now, and maybe we can talk this whole thing out." I lied. I was 

already pissed, and someone was going to jail that day.  

As I turned the doorknob for the bedroom, I could have sworn I heard something shuffle in the room. I 

quietly and slowly turned the knob, before kicking the door open, weapon drawn. As I entered the room, the source 

of the plopping noise: Mr. Edmonton was on the ceiling. His body completely destroyed. Flesh was hanging off in 

strips, allowing blood to drain and drip in pools and puddles under the body. His head was oddly off, and it took me 

far longer than I want to admit, to discover that it was turned around backwards. His chest was facing the floor, 

while his face was on the ceiling.  I could not see what was affixing the body to the ceiling. And I didn't have a lot of 

time to absorb my surroundings.  
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As I was looking at the body of the deceased, I again heard a soft shuffling sound. This time I was able to 

determine the location of the source of the sound. It was coming from the shut closet doors. Again, I announced 

myself, “Police! Come out now, with your hands up, and in plain sight, come out on your own, don't make this more 

difficult than has to be." I stated. I listened closely, and could distinctly hear a small shuffle, then what sounded 

like three or four deadbolt locks being opened one at a time.  

I quickly rushed the door, tearing the doors open, with my weapon raised. I was met with an empty closet. 

Large, walk-in type closet, but still an empty fucking closet. I know I heard something moving from inside the 

closet. But the clothing hanging there were all stationary. Everyone knows when you touch something hanging in a 

closet, it sways for a while. I pushed the clothing aside and inspected the back wall.  

It was a solid white wall, but it was cold to the touch. Much colder than what it was that day.  I was 

running my hand down the wall, when a loud crash occurred from the direction of the kitchen. I turned to rush out 

that way, and as I did, I felt this cold breeze blow over me. It was like standing in front of an industrial freezer 

blowing subzero air. I shivered a bit and stepped out of the closet, as I crossed the threshold from closet to 

bedroom, I was overcome with a feeling of intense vertigo. The world was swirling around me, twisting and 

turning. For a moment there, I thought I saw a young woman that would have matched the description of the wife, 

walking through the wall, and out the side of the house. Again, I shrugged this all off as an overdose in shitty 

coffee and stay awake pills. 

I walked from the bedroom, down the short hall, to the kitchen. In the kitchen, which had been absolutely 

in a mess when I arrived, stood a young girl, maybe ten or eleven. The kitchen was clean. The living room was 

perfect and clean. As I turned around to attempt to gather my head, I saw the yard. There were no vehicles out 

there other than mine.  

I turned back, to address the child, “Hey, Sweety. What’s your..." She was gone. I closed my eyes, to calm 

myself, as I was absolutely shitting peach pits at this point, and when I opened them just a couple of seconds later 

I was standing in the middle of a burned out house. There was nothing there, and honestly, I was afraid I would fall 

through the floor.  

I made my way to the cruiser, the whole time having a fucking fit of every imaginable emotion. I slumped 

into the driver's seat, looking at burnt out husk of a home. From the looks, it had been burned for quite a while. In 

fact, there was a small tree growing through the roof in or near the master bedroom closet. Now pissed off, I 

keyed my radio, only to find it non-functional. I tried my portable, but it would not work either.  

I took a few deep breaths and finished the cup of coffee I had left on the console. I just backed out of the 

driveway and turned to leave. My radio crackled to life just the moment the tires hit the road.  

"Car 78, what's your 20, over?" 
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"Dispatch, this is 78, you know where you sent a while ago, I'm just now leaving. Over." 

"Car 78, I haven't spoken to you all night. I've been trying to contact you for almost two hours now. I was about to 

send patrol out looking. Over." 

"Dispatch, you called me out to the Edmonton place for a Domestic Disturbance. When I got there..." 

"It was burned down? Yeah, no shit, 78. It burned back in ‘59. Mrs Edmonton had been getting beaten, and...Well, 

come to the station and we can talk about it.  I was wondering when you would get the call. Over." 

I made my way to the station and tried to settle my nerves.  Before I got to town, I smelled the strong 

smell of something burning. I looked out the side windows and didn't see anything. When I glanced to the rear view, 

I screamed and slammed the brakes, sliding all over the road. When I came to a complete stop, I leapt from the 

car and peered in the back window at the empty seat. I know for a fact there was a burned corpse in the back 

seat. 

I made my way to the station, where I would have a long chat with Irene. The short of it is this, Mr. E had 

beaten the ever-loving shit out of his wife multiple times. She had taken it and never once complained. That is until 

a beating caused her to miscarry. When she healed from that one, she slipped her hubby some strong sleeping 

pills and when he was out, she gutted him. She then set the house on fire, with his body inside, before vanishing 

into thin air. Nobody could explain how the tiny woman managed to drive ten penny nails into her dead husband 

while he was against the ceiling. When the fire was finally put out, they found him charred and nailed to the ceiling. 

They never found the wife, and honestly, nobody was looking to arrest her for the murder of that bastard.  The few 

people that did try to find her, did so because they were worried about her. Each of them would end the effort 

after three or four days, and simply told people, that she must not want to be found. 

The smell of burning corpse lingered in my cruiser for weeks. I was the only one that could smell it. 

Apparently, that was what happened. Every rookie would get that call once. Every one of them would be tormented 

by that smell. Each had a slightly different experience at the house, but enough alike to match up. Any time I burn 

my dinner, I remember that moment in the car. God help me; that fucking smell, it is unforgettable. 
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One Day, He Endeavours for Truth 

by P.M Naidouraï 

 

He peels off layer upon layer of himself 

Until he finally reaches the pulp 

Bare, unassuming,  

Rancid with doubt 

Rare and speckled 

Like flesh torn apart by a shotgun 

With chunks  

Of sea salt 

 

He is emaciated by patience and 

Finally gone out to play flute 

With the missionaries and the wolves 

 

To be burned away 

By the salvation of daybreak 

And reborn 

Into devious moonlight  

At the capped ends of his heartstrings 

 

Where roam 

His unbittered wedding rings 

Still hung by nails 

And choked up in tight nooses 
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Salamander 

by P.M Naidouraï 

 

Welcome back, blue salamander 

Your eyes are little slits 

Slammed shut at the sight of the nuns 

In their ordered lines with vacant brown eyes 

Their loud shuffling feet beneath you  

Weak like the stunted grip  

Of someone newly awakened at night 

 

The acid in your eyes is burnt out 

And now through tyrant upon tyrant there are dominos 

Enclaves for sun-warmed apples  

Laying luxuriously among hesitant buds 

 

In the spiced cakes and lunar scald of broken trances 

The salamander through the aromatics reeks 

Sinister like a May pole suite  

On a crackled auburn violin 

 

There are such numerous answers to the plight 

And in waves hung chokingly tight on their nooses 

Sore lunges and anthills  

Full of reagents upon raisin  

Sit drowned in pollen  

 

The jewels of their elbows sing with the rice and bore 

Through birch like metal 

And like silver rings so fine they cry 

 

But in silence the salamander wades through Nantes 

Silence in silence in single packs of money  

Like sutures 

Like gunpowder 

It corrodes through the soil in the rain  
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While everyone expects it still to be gone 

After not so long 

It gladly meanders back again 
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Eventide 

by P.M Naidouraï 

 

Out from the valley of plush aloe leaves 

There raises the gnarled hand of the defeated 

It clashes against the wind 

And drives out all of those collected there 

 

And the henhouse banter  

Which filled mouths and sinuses 

With contempt  

And deserted the principles 

Sneers with troubled glares 

Through the silence 

 

On the cool sands, dyed carnelian  

Murky and dark 

A miserable blue shade rouses  

And forms nascent vacancy 

Where will this dastardly chameleon call me now? 

Now that the lanes are gone? 

 

Within vagrants and or loiterers 

Theologians and gaskets inter themselves 

Buried in them 

Like a temple of onyx  

And obelisks of silver 

Beneath the rosy sands 

Of a scorching plane 

 

Overcome by lion mane hilltops 

Out from the valley of miracles  

The defeated raises a trembling hand 

To the twins 

War and death 

And their bruised afterbirth  
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- P.M Naidouraï 
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A Cult of Murder 

by Salvatore Murdocca 

Deep in the heart of the fertile Central Valley was born the Pre-Clown Civilization called The Bozzi whose 

facade of humor belies a history of incomparable violence. After a peaceful period of several centuries of growth 

and unrivaled prosperity there began the “Terrible Era” in 1385. It was this period of unbridled moral decadence, 

culminating in a cult of murder, that was the overarching eventual cause of the “Citizen’s Revolution” and drove 

anyone associated with royalty, religion, banking, and their followers into the bonds of slavery known as 

Clowndom. There are various theories on how a cult of murder could become so pervasive. Some psycho-

historians believe that the murderous trait is inscribed in the nature of those who occupied the three major 

hierarchical positions: royalty, religion and banking. But there are those who believe it is simply part of the human 

need to conform to the wishes of the powerful, and that it only requires one strong personality to create any kind 

of cult. Another theory posits that the natural and bloodthirsty need for war cannot be suppressed and that a 

civilization without it will eventually turn on itself. 

Although the Bozzi did not begin as clowns, their ultimate demise began with the murder    of one. The 

early murders were, unfortunately, not recorded as to preserve the outward dignity of the family, a concept that 

soon lost all meaning in the debacle that ensued. The Terrible Era, as it came to be called, is said to have formally 

begun with Bonzino Bozzi, when he murdered his wife Parisina and her lover, a court fool named Jacapo during 

coitus. He preserved the lives of his two beloved children, Lionello and Borsolino, but feeling it necessary, for 

their survival, he chose to mold them into efficient political assassins as well as enlightened patrons of the arts. 

He also willed them all his personal fortune, including his personal troupe of clowns, and his prized collection of 

implements of murder. Historically, he is known primarily for putting down The First Great Citizen Rebellion. 

Rudolfo II, the grandson of Lionello, who was responsible for his great uncle Borsolino’s death, had three 

daughters Beatrice, Carla, and Lucrezia. Each of these gained fame as excellent practitioners of poisoning, and 

patrons of the arts. Of the three, Carla was more widely respected for slicing her father’s throat as he slept after 

he refused to allow her to murder her husband Giancarlo, the liberated poet-clown, and court favorite.  

After succeeding in murdering her husband, Carla and her sisters were soon after murdered by their 

nephew, Alessio VI, the son of Lucrezia, a patron of the arts and Giancarlo’s lover. He is famous for marrying his 

mother, his violent handling of The Second Great Citizen Rebellion, and formally creating the Laughing Cult, a 

forerunner of the Clown Cult that was eventually forced upon the followers of the Bozzi. The name, Laughing Cult, 

was adopted and followed by much of the population while Alessio lived. The followers of this cult belied its clown 

nomenclature by being extremely militaristic, treating murder with the highest regard. There were constant 

grabs for power by various factions within the cult, which led from one bloodbath to another. Each of these 

bloodbaths were considered important bloodletting events. 
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After the demise of Alessio, his only son, and stepfather, Matteo, performed the famous “house cleaning” 

by murdering all potential rivals, including his wife and all her jongleurs, with the exception of his son Paulo who 

was greatly skilled in the art of murder by the mysterious art of “finger bleeding.” He was also a famed patron of 

the arts. One jongleur who benefited from his patronage was Giovanni Bastardo whose violent tumbling and “head 

smacking” became the model for all jongleurs for the next three years. Bastardo’s career was extremely short as 

he met his end at the hands of a rival, Francesco Copi, who strangled him to death with his stocking after an 

argument about humor.  

Paulo’s two children Ludovico and Ludovica were respected murderers. On his twenty-first birthday 

Ludovico tortured his sister to death in 1487 and accepted the role of governor after garroting his father later 

that year with a strand of silk. He is fondly remembered for chopping his mother to death with a cleaver over a 

bowl of spaghetti and for reviving the Laughing Cult. He is also remembered for supporting Cosimonono the 

clown-poet who wrote the epic masterpiece Ludovico Furioso, which he wrote after murdering his rival 

Piniamento with a heavy club during a performance. This was an extremely propitious event as it was this very act 

that caused the public to re-evaluate the direction that humor was going. Cosimonono was eventually murdered 

by an angry mob led by Paulino Castro IV who would rule through 1489. Paulino Castro IV was a supporter of the 

Venetian style of humor and creator of Benevolent Disposal and the Removal of the Unfunny. He is known for his 

patronage of the arts, and for leading The Great Citizen Rebellion. He is also known as the creator of “cliff 

throwing,” a weaponless form of murder that grew and remained popular for over a century. This eventually 

became unpopular due to its effect on the sale of implements of murder and for stimulating a short-lived fad 

involving suicide. 

It is said that no one dies easily if there is someone standing at the foot of the bed laughing. It is a 

somber event, best not witnessed by a clown. Why is that? No one knows what it means. It is also said that no one 

laughs easily with a sliced throat. But the phrase lacks wit. And no one really knows what that means either. It is 

interesting because one can certainly think of any number of ways to insure an unpleasant departure. But the 

reference to the clown indicates an ingrained prejudice. An ancient Bozziterra guidebook states: 

  No one in the Bozzi family has died a natural death for three centuries. It has been a tradition in   our 

state to insure that anyone in a position of power, or status of any kind, must depart from this life before nature 

can intervene. The natural intervention of death is unthinkable; therefore no one has considered the concept of 

death by natural causes for the last four hundred years. No one is exempt from being murdered, or wishes to be. 

It is simply the way it is. It is the singular point of honor to live and die by murder. In fact, being so intertwined 

with status, murder has become the primary, albeit temporary, road to riches, status, and respect. At its peak, 

murder and the sales of its implements, represented sixty percent of the nation’s GNP. However with the royal 

population approaching disturbingly low levels, it has become socially illegal for anyone not related to the Bozzi 

family to commit the act. One uses the term “socially” because there is actually no law that specifically 
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recognizes murder as a crime. It is understood that any law outlawing murder would be met with derision, protest 

and, inevitably, violent insurrection. As the poet Beninonito’s poem, roughly translated, states,  

“Murder is like a golden frog. 

You can’t swallow it, 

and you can’t croak without it, 

unless you cough. 

And who succeeds better at that, 

than a murderer?” 

It’s meaning is still being debated. 

A travel guide states: 

“While there are beautiful works of art in Bozziterra, they tend to reveal themselves subtly or not at all, 

and only to those with a sharp eye and a knowledge of clown arts and murder. If you are in a hurry, it is advisable 

to skip the difficult search for art and stop for pizza at the Pagliaccio Pizzeria where, although it is never 

crowded, you are never told how long you will have to wait for a table, and rarely get one. But the pizza is not 

poisonous and the local Bozzian wine, known   as “the blood of our spongy earth,” is bearable. However it is 

advisable not to stay the night.” 

From “The Autobiography of Ludovico Bozzi IV, A Love Story,” translated by Vittorio Trumana XIII: 

“According to the laws of the ancient Bozzi Cult, children are taught from an early age that they must 

commit at least one murder in their life, and are well schooled in the required arts. But more importantly, it is of 

paramount importance to die at the hands of a murderer. A natural or accidental death is considered an insult to 

the status of the family. Being on the verge of a natural death is to suffer the fear of great humiliation and loss of 

fame. It is said that there have been members of the Bozzi family who, in imminent danger of a natural death, 

would do anything to incite mortal attack.” 

The story of the once much beloved Count Benito Bozzi XXIII is a good example. The Mad Viper, as he came 

to be known, was born with a countenance and generous nature that that made him a great patron of the arts, and 

afforded him much adoration among the people, including many clowns. In the early years of his rule this was 

desirable, and celebrated. He is revered for his suppression of the Fourth Great Citizen Rebellion. His reputation 

as a cunning and skillful murderer spread far and wide particularly through ballads written by the French jongleur 

Maurice Piveto, a favorite at the court of Benito. However, as he advanced in age, he became unsettled at the 
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prospect of dying a natural or accidental death, or to be more accurate, not being murdered. The count, being in 

relatively good health, became so unsettled at the idea of being beloved, which greatly limited his chances of being 

assassinated, that he embarked upon one of the most vicious public relations campaigns in our history. First he 

killed the popular jongleur-clown Maurice Piveto. This was followed by many clowns being tortured for “merely 

being average clowns.” Food was withheld from all charities, all of which he called “boring.” The leaders of other 

city-states were sent written insults regarding their wives and children. Should they be visiting the city at that 

time, they were placed in prisons or simply murdered. A petition was sent to Rome accusing the pope of 

performing an unspeakable act that is unknown to this day. However his last, and most drastic, act was to replace 

all his ministers with domestic clowns, all of whom he murdered within six months. This provocative behavior, 

being against his true and sweet nature, affected his health greatly, causing him to develop many stress-related 

illnesses such as psoriasis, hiccups and blindness. The cumulative effect of these illnesses were clearly 

shortening the time he needed in his suicidal campaign to provoke murderous vengeance, causing the count to 

double his efforts and behave in the manner that gave him his famous sobriquet: The Mad Blind Viper.” In the end 

he was gratefully murdered by his loving daughter Ophelia, who sliced his throat as he was being bled to death by 

his physician. 
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-  Salvatore Murdocca 
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Editor’s Note(s) 

 Celebration is in order, Radium Piano Band is now officially half a year old! Not much, compared to those 

magazine and zines which have gone on for decades (even longer than the editor has even been alive, in some 

cases), but still respectable in its own right. Any reason to be happy is a good reason. 

 My hope is that it will continue prospering as it has and grow to not only entertain its readers, but above 

all, give a voice to the weird, the avant-garde, the rebellious, and all those who share that spirt. They are very 

often the geniuses, yet they are so often stifled by the media and society in general.  

 As always, my thanks goes out to all those who contribute to and read Radium Piano Band. You all are 

what makes this worth doing, and possible in the first place.  

- 

Now, a short note from the writer of “The Black Mack” and “Domestic Disturbance”: 

The creator of this wonderful publication was kind enough to contact me and ask if I would like to publish 

these stories and this little blurb about the book and myself in this awesome little magazine.  

I am a writer of horror/ fantasy/ science fiction mash up works. I post on Reddit r/nosleep under the 

names UnLuckyKenTucky and KyBluEyz. I have lived in Kentucky for most of my life, and have been a writer of 

fiction for a long time. However, I have not been sharing my work for very long, and all of this publicity and self-

promotion is new to me. Under the pen name of UnLuckyKenTucky, I am currently working to release of book in a 

similar tone and voice to these pieces above. The book will be titled Tales from the County, and will be released on 

Amazon KDP for digital download and paperback printing.  

I have a sub - Reddit dedicated to the stories I write, and the book I am writing, as well. It is located on 

Reddit, under r/Tales_From_The_County where I have an exclusive series posted, as well as updates about the 

progress of the book. 

- Chris Thompson, AKA UnLuckyKenTucky 

These stories will be an ongoing series; tune in to next month’s issue to catch more Tales from the County. 

 Without further ado, a poem from the ever-important “Pope of Surrealism”, André Breton.  
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Le Verb Être (The Word Being) 

by André Breton 

translated by Elliott Ferrell 
 
 

I know despair in its broad terms 

Je connais le désespoir dans ses grandes lignes. 

 

Despair has no wings, it doesn’t necessarily stand at a table served on a terrace, in the evening, by the sea. 

Le désespoir n'a pas d'ailes, il ne se tient pas nécessairement à une table desservie sur une terrasse, le soir, au 
bord de la mer.  

 

It is despair, not the return of a quantity of small facts like seeds which leave one row for another at night. 

C'est le désespoir et ce n'est pas le retour d'une quantité de petits faits comme des graines qui quittent à la nuit 
tombante un sillon pour un autre.  

 

It is not the moss of a stone or the glass of a drink. 

Ce n'est pas la mousse sur une pierre ou le verre à boire.  

 

It is a boat riddled with snow, if you like, as the birds which fall and whose blood has not the least thickness. 

C'est un bateau criblé de neige, si vous voulez, comme les oiseaux qui tombent et leur sang n'a pas la moindre 
épaisseur. 

 

I know despair in its broad terms 

Je connais le désespoir dans ses grandes lignes.  

 

A very small form, bounded by a jewel of hair. 

Une forme très petite, délimitée par un bijou de cheveux.  
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Such is despair 

C'est le désespoir.  

 

A necklace of pearls for which one can not find a clasp and whose existence does not even clasp a thread, that is 

despair. 

Un collier de perles pour lequel on ne saurait trouver de fermoir et dont l'existence ne tient pas même à un fil, 
voilà le désespoir.  

 

Rest, we don’t speak of it 

Le reste, nous n'en parlons pas.  

 

We have not finished despairing, if we start. 

Nous n'avons pas fini de deséspérer, si nous commençons.  

 

I despair of the lampshade around four o'clock, I despair of the fan around midnight, I despair of the cigarette of 

the condemned. 

Moi je désespère de l'abat-jour vers quatre heures, je désespère de l'éventail vers minuit, je désespère de la 
cigarette des condamnés.  

 

I know despair in its broad terms 

Je connais le désespoir dans ses grandes lignes.  

Despair has no heart, the hand remains always despairing out of breath, despair which the ice never tells us is 

dead or not. 

Le désespoir n'a pas de coeur, la main reste toujours au désespoir hors d'haleine, au désespoir dont les glaces ne 
nous disent jamais s'il est mort.  

 

I live in this despair which enchants me. 

Je vis de ce désespoir qui m'enchante.  
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I love this blue fly that flies in the sky at the time when the stars sing. 

J'aime cette mouche bleue qui vole dans le ciel à l'heure où les étoiles chantonnent.  

 

I know in its broad terms, despair with its long, haunting astonishment, despair of pride, despair of anger. 

Je connais dans ses grandes lignes le désespoir aux longs étonnements grêles, le désespoir de la fierté, le 
désespoir de la colère.  

 

I get up everyday like all the world does, and relax my arms on a flower paper, I do not remember anything, and it 

is always with despair that I discover the beautiful trees, uprooted in the night. 

Je me lève chaque jour comme tout le monde et je détends les bras sur un papier à fleurs, je ne me souviens de 
rien, et c'est toujours avec désespoir que je découvre les beaux arbres déracinés de la nuit.  

 

The air of the room is beautiful like drum sticks. 

L'air de la chambre est beau comme des baguettes de tambour.  

 

It's a long time. 

Il fait un temps de temps.  

 

I know despair in its broad terms 

Je connais le désespoir dans ses grandes lignes.  

 

It's the wind of the curtain which gives me the pole. 

C'est comme le vent du rideau qui me tend la perche.  

 

Is there any idea of such despair? Fire! Ah! they will still come… 

A-t-on idée d'un désespoir pareil! Au feu! Ah! ils vont encore venir...  
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And the newspaper ads, and the bright advertisements along the channel. 

Et les annonces de journal, et les réclames lumineuses le long du canal.  

 

Pile of sand, a sort of pile of sand! 

Tas de sable, espèce de tas de sable!  

 

In its broad terms, despair is of no importance 

Dans ses grandes lignes le désespoir n'a pas d'importance.  

 

It's an ordeal of trees that will still make a forest, it's an ordeal of stars that will still lessen a day, it is an ordeal 

of days lessened that will still make up my life. 

C'est une corvée d'arbres qui va encore faire une forêt, c'est une corvée d'étoiles qui va encore faire un jour de 
moins, c'est une corvée de jours de moins qui va encore faire ma vie.  

 


